McLoughlin is one of the best places I have found for Christians seeking to integrate biblical principles with business practice. Visitors can

- browse a library of teaching resources (a list of books, magazines, and other teaching materials available from publishers and direct from other websites; as of June 30, 1997, the list count was at 272 and growing)
- hotlink with a variety of marketplace ministry organizations (in such areas as counseling, consulting, missions, ethics, women’s ministries, and teaching; as of June 30, 1997, the link count was 282 and growing)
- explore the business/missions interface; find out about seminars and other meetings
- participate in Scruples-sponsored forums
- examine samples of mission statements and policies/procedures from companies that reflect Christ-centered values

I have been accessing websites in earnest since 1994, and this Youth With a Mission-sponsored site run by Mike